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Abstract 
The ore grade, the geometry of an orebody as well as the mineralogical properties of the ore 

determine process selection for gold extraction. These factors have an effect on the 
metallurgical response of an ore to a proposed treatment scheme. The uniqueness of each ore 
deposit is the main challenge in the extraction process development for any ore. The 
mineralogical mode of occurrence of gold, gold grain size distribution, host and gangue mineral 
type, mineral associations and alterations all vary. There may be variations in these even within 
a single deposit, or with time. 

The research on gold extraction and reaction chemistry of gold is an active research area, 
even though many of the processes used for gold extraction today are based on techniques that 
have been known for centuries. Therefore, the amount of knowledge in the form of journal 
articles and industry reports concerning the processing of gold ores is large and increasing 
continuously. Typically experimental work is the most time consuming and expensive part of 
process design. Hence systematic utilisation of these knowledge sources helps to select 
experiments more precisely and shorten the development time of new process technology. 

In this thesis, a procedure for externalising and formalising knowledge from public sources 
regarding the hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes was created. Next, a framework for 
a case-based reasoning (CBR) system for the systematic utilisation of these knowledge sources 
in the development of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes was produced. The quality 
of the public knowledge sources concerning the gold extraction processes and geological 
deposit information was analysed. These sources were found to be suitable for the planned CBR 
system. An open source tool, myCBR 3.0, was used in this study. Part of the tool, myCBR 
Workbench, was used for modelling. Nine attributes that represented parameters to be 
determined to understand gold ore-processing requirements were modelled and a case base 
consisting of 25 cases was constructed for Knowledge model I. This model was evaluated by 
using hypothetical queries and queries that were based on existing processes. The evaluation 
results of the Knowledge model I showed that the system works and it is able to find raw 
materials that have fairly similar process flowsheets from the case base compared with the 
queries. Furthermore, the results showed that the developed system is also able to retrieve 
relevant cases when queries are formed based on the ore descriptions of the existing processes. 
In addition to these results, myCBR Workbench was found suitable for the 
knowledge modelling of the hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes and it worked in 
general as intended. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Malmin pitoisuus, malmion geometria samoin kuin malmin mineralogiset ominaisuudet 

määrittelevät kullanvalmistuksen prosessivalintaa. Nämä tekijät vaikuttavat siihen, miten 
malmi reagoi metallurgisesti aiottuun käsittelyyn. Suurin haaste talteenottoprosessin 
kehittämisessä mille tahansa malmille on kunkin malmiesiintymän ainutlaatuisuus. Kullan 
mineralogia, kultarakeiden kokojakauma, isäntä- ja juonimineraalien tyypit, mineraalien 
esiintyminen vaihtelevat. Näissä voi olla vaihtelua jopa saman malmiesiintymän sisällä ja ajan 
kuluessa. 

Kullan talteenoton ja reaktioiden kemian tutkimus on aktiivinen tutkimusalue, siitäkin 
huolimatta että monet nykyisistä kullan talteenoton prosesseista perustuvat tekniikoihin, jotka 
on tunnettu vuosisatoja. Tästä syystä tiedon määrä tieteellisinä artikkeleina ja teollisuuden 
raportteina on suuri ja kasvaa jatkuvasti. Prosessin kehityksessä kokeellinen tutkimus on 
yleensä aikaa vievin osuus. Näiden tietolähteiden systemaattinen hyödyntäminen auttaa 
suunnittelemaan kokeet tarkemmin ja lyhentää uuden prosessiteknologian kehitykseen 
kuluvaa aikaa. 

Tässä väitöskirjassa luotiin menettelytapa tietämyksen keräämiseen ja kuvaukseen käyttäen 
julkisia kullan talteenottoa hydrometallurgisilla menetelmillä käsitteleviä lähteitä. Tämän 
jälkeen luotiin rakenne tapauspäättelyjärjestelmälle, jotta näitä tietolähteitä voidaan 
systemaattisesti hyödyntää kullan hydrometallurgisten talteenottoprosessien kehittämisessä. 
Kullan talteenottoa ja geologisia esiintymätietoja sisältävien julkisten tietolähteiden laatu 
analysoitiin, ja ne havaittiin sopiviksi tietolähteiksi suunnitellulle tapauspäättelyjärjestelmälle. 

Tässä tutkimuksessa käytettiin myCBR 3.0 –työkalua, jonka lähdekoodi on avoin. 
Järjestelmää testattiin työkalun myCBR Workbench –osalla. Yhdeksän ominaisuutta, jotka on 
määritettävä kultamalmin prosessointivaatimusten ymmärtämiseksi, mallinnettiin ja 
Knowledge model I –tietämysmallia varten rakennettiin 25 tapauksen tietokanta. 
Tietämysmallin toiminta arvioitiin hypoteettisten ja todellisiin prosesseihin perustuvien 
testikyselyiden avulla. Arviointitulokset osoittivat, että järjestelmä toimii ja pystyy löytämään 
raaka-aineet, joiden prosessiketjut ovat varsin samankaltaisia testikyselyjen kanssa. Lisäksi 
tulokset osoittivat, että kehitetty järjestelmä löytää asiaankuuluvat tapaukset myös, kun kysely 
on muodostettu olemassa olevan prosessin malmikuvauksen perusteella. Näiden tulosten 
lisäksi myCBR Workbench -osan varmistettiin toimivan, kuten sen on tarkoitettu ja sopivan 
hydrometallurgisten kullan talteenottoprosessien mallintamiseen. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

How to make gold? – This question has been fascinating humans for 
millenniums. Up to the 17th century alchemists thought that one could produce 
gold from other substances. Since it was found out that gold is a chemical 
element that cannot be produced from other elements, the question was 
reworded to “How to extract gold from its ores?” and it is still a relevant question.

Gold and copper were the first metals used by humans. Early gold recovery 
methods were varieties of manual sorting and gravity concentration. It is likely 
that amalgamation, gold wetting by mercury, was known already in 1000 BC,
whereas the fire refining process of gold was developed in 560 BC. First 
hydrometallurgical process, chlorination, was proposed by Plattner in 1848 and 
first used commercially in 1858. The solubility of gold in cyanide solution was 
recognized in 1783 and the cyanidation process, as it is now known, was 
patented between 1887 and 1888 and is today the most commonly used process 
for gold extraction (Mac Arthur 1989; Marsden 2006). Cyanide is used because 
of its great effectiveness for gold and silver dissolution, and its selectivity for 
gold and silver.  These advantages and relatively low cost of cyanide makes the 
process attractive, but the toxicity of cyanide restrict the usage of the process 
and alternative gold-leaching reagents have been studied since the 1990’s
(Marsden 2006).

Process selection for gold extraction depends on the ore grade, the geometry 
of an orebody as well as mineralogical properties of the ore. All of these factors 
have an effect on the metallurgical response of an ore to a proposed treatment 
scheme, which directly determines the economics of the process, or 
combination of processes, that may be used. 
The main challenge in the extraction process development for any ore is the 
uniqueness of each ore deposit. The mineralogical mode of occurrence of gold, 
gold grain size distribution, host and gangue mineral type, mineral associations 
and alterations all vary, and there may be variations even within a single deposit, 
or with time (Marsden 2006). 

The most common extraction circuit for free-milling and oxidized gold ores in 
use is grinding followed by agitated cyanide leaching. If the gold ore grade is low, 
these ores are leached at the gold mine by in situ leaching, dump leaching or 
heap leaching. For some sulphide, carbonaceous and telluride ores, the above-
mentioned direct treatment by cyanidation gives unacceptably low gold 
recoveries. These ores are frequently termed ”refractory”, which literally 
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means ”difficult to treat”. In these ores, gold might be locked in reactive gangue 
minerals, occur with minerals that consume unacceptable quantities of reagents,
or occur with carbonaceous materials that adsorb gold during leaching, and 
therefore oxidative pretreatment may be required. Oxidative pretreatment 
processes, such as roasting and bio-oxidation, either completely or partially 
oxidize the refractory minerals in the ore, and therefore increase the extraction 
of gold by standard cyanidation (Marsden 2006; De Michelis 2013; Kaksonen 
2014; Karthikeyan 2015). However, some of the refractory ores may be directly 
leached by carbon-in-leach technique, by non-conventional lixiviants, or by 
alkaline cyanidation under oxygen pressure (Prasad 1991, Rees 2000).

Even though it is usually possible to treat similar ores by similar processes, 
the process must be verified for a new raw material and its parameters must be 
adjusted by experiments. Therefore the reaction chemistry of gold remains an
active research area although many of the processes used for gold extraction 
today are based on techniques that have been known for centuries. For example, 
Azizi et al. (2010, 2012) have studied the dissolution behaviour of sulphide-rich 
ores during cyanidation, and Bas et al. (2015) have investigated the dissolution 
behaviour of a copper sulphide-bearing gold ore by direct cyanide leaching, 
ammonia pretreatment and ammoniacal cyanide leaching. 
In addition to the research of these traditional processes, the growing need to 
treat low-grade ores with more complex mineralogy combined with the 
industry’s pressure to reduce the environmental footprint have resulted in the 
development of a variety of new processes (Aylmore 2001, Senanayake 2004).
Development of new processes is likely to continue as the demand for primary 
metals extracted from ores is expected to increase (Norgate 2010). Not 
forgetting another today’s interesting research question - ”How to extract gold 
from secondary sources?” (Syed 2012, Fan 2014, Yoshimura 2014, Raphulu 
2015)

Conventionally, when a process is developed for new ore, an expert or group 
of experts consider similar raw materials and their process flowsheets. In this 
task, they use their own tacit knowledge as well as various knowledge sources. 
Today, because of the active research on gold extraction, the amount of 
knowledge in forms of journal articles and industry reports concerning the 
processing of gold ores is large and increasing continuously. Therefore, the 
availability of knowledge is not an issue for today’s experts, the challenge is 
rather the task to remember, classify and compare the available knowledge. As 
the experimental work is the most time consuming and expensive part of the 
process design, the systematic utilisation of the knowledge sources would help 
to select the needed experiments more precisely, shorten the development time 
of new process technology as bench-scale, and pilot-scale stages would be 
achieved sooner.

The basic idea of a tool recommending the design for an industry process is 
not new. The case-based reasoning (CBR) methodology has been applied in 
various fields of engineering. Vong et al. (2002) for example have utilised CBR
to support in hydraulic production machine design. Whereas Seuranen et al. 
(2005) have studied how to develop a method for recommending feasible
separation process sequences and a separation process structure in chemical 
technology.

Programs for hydrometallurgical process optimisation exist, but according to 
the literature survey, only one study has been published about the system for 
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the development of the hydrometallurgical processes. In the 1990´s Torres et al. 
have constructed an expert system, Intelligold, for project development teams 
to use at the preliminary evaluation and conceptual project stages (Torres 1999a, 
1999b and 2000). According to the descriptions, it was a rule-based system for 
gold ore processing development teams. In the Intelligold system the knowledge 
from geology, mineralogy, processing and economics was organised, and 
recommendations on process options, estimated costs and revenues were given. 
Unfortunately, the built system is not represented in detail and therefore quality 
and effectiveness of the system cannot be evaluated.

1.2 Objective of the thesis

As described in the previous sub chapter, traditionally at the beginning of the 
process development for new raw material, an expert or group of experts 
consider similar raw materials and their process flowsheets (Figure 1). First the 
characteristic challenges of the new raw material are compared with the similar 
raw materials and their process options are defined, next one or two process 
options are selected for further studies. Then the characteristic challenges of the 
new raw material, compared with the similar raw materials and their process 
flowsheets, are targeted in the laboratory scale experiments. If sufficient 
operation is achieved in the laboratory scale for one of the processes, the process 
is then tested as a continuous process in the bench-scale to verify the process.

In the new approach presented in this thesis, a decision support system is used 
to help in the process development for new raw material (Figure 1). At the 
beginning of the process development, the decision support system helps to 
identify similar raw materials and their process flowsheets. The decision 
support system is used to ensure that the knowledge of the existing process 
flowsheets is utilised effectively and systematically in this phase of the research. 
Based on the expert’s knowledge and the help of the decision support system, 
more process options are selected for further studies than in the conventional 
method. This is to secure that no potential process options are overlooked. Then 
the decision support system is used to confirm the selection of these processes 
by exploiting the knowledge of the research about unit processes. Based on the 
expert’s knowledge and the help of the decision support system, the laboratory 
experiments are designed and, as in the traditional approach, the characteristic 
challenges of the new raw material are targeted. Again, if sufficient operation is 
achieved in the laboratory scale for one of the processes, the process is then 
tested as a continuous process in the bench-scale to verify the process. Results 
of the laboratory and the bench-scale experiments are stored in the data base of 
the decision support system. In both approaches, after narrowing down the 
number of the possible process chains the remaining processes may be 
simulated in a process simulator, such as the HSC-Sim module of the Chemical 
Reaction and Equilibrium Software HSC Chemistry by Outotec Oyj (Outotec 
2014), before or simultaneously with the laboratory or bench-scale experiments.
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Figure 1. The traditional and new approaches to the process flowsheet development 
for new raw material. The framework for the latter is presented in this thesis.

In this thesis, the term ‘knowledge sources’ refers to the public ones
concerning gold extraction and geological information. The new process 
development approach could also be used to other knowledge sources, for 
example for confidential knowledge sources of companies. By this approach, it 
would also be possible to externalise and formalise tacit knowledge in the local 
similarity models and by forming prototypical cases in the case base. This would 
make the knowledge within a company less person related.

The objectives of this thesis were:
1. to create a procedure for externalising and formalising knowledge from 

public sources concerning the hydrometallurgical gold extraction 
processes

2. to produce a framework for a case-based reasoning (CBR) system for the 
systematic utilisation of various knowledge sources in the development 
of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes

The new scientific information obtained within this thesis consists of the 
quality and information richness analysis of knowledge sources concerning gold 
extraction, as well as of the knowledge extraction and formalisation from these 
sources for a case-based reasoning system.  The studied knowledge sources were 
about flowsheets of the existing processes, unit processes, and geological 
information. The sources about unit processes consisted of those regarding 
processes already used and established and those regarding processes under 
development. Based on the results of the analysis, a framework for a CBR system 
for the systematic utilisation of various knowledge sources in the development 
of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes was produced. There are two 
knowledge models in this framework, the Knowledge model I is designed to 
utilise knowledge about flowsheets of the existing processes, and Knowledge 
model II is designed to utilise knowledge about unit processes. In this thesis, 
the knowledge formalisation of the hydrometallurgical processes was studied 
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and local similarity measures were developed for the Knowledge model I in this 
thesis. The modelling and evaluation of the Knowledge model I are also new 
scientific information. The knowledge formalisation and evaluation were
performed using a similarity-based retrieval tool myCBR (myCBR 2012).

The studies conducted for the construction and use of the CBR system are
specified in Figure 2. The parts marked with blue colour are discussed in this 
thesis. The automatic analysis and extraction of the cases and evaluation of the 
java-based Auric Adviser software covered in [III] are left outside of the scope 
of this thesis, as well as the knowledge formalisation for the Knowledge model 
II.

Figure 2. The research conducted for the construction and use of the case-based 
reasoning system. The parts marked with blue colour are discussed in this thesis.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

This thesis consists of four scientific peer-reviewed journal publications [I-IV] 
and the present compendium. The publications are attached in the Appendices.

Chapter 2 of the thesis contains the comparison of the decision support and 
decision optimisation methodologies, reported in [I], and justify the use of the 
case-based reasoning methodology in this work. Additionally, the 
characteristics of the knowledge from public sources, reported in [II, IV] and 
(Rintala 2012), are discussed. Chapter 3 presents the developed framework for 
the CBR system, discussed in [III] and (Sauer 2013), for the systematic 
utilisation of various knowledge sources in the development of 
hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes. Chapter 3 also contains
descriptions of the construction of this system, reported in [III-IV]. Evaluation 
procedure of the system is presented in Chapter 4 and new results concerning 
the evaluation of the system are presented in Chapter 5. Discussions and 
recommendations for future work are given in Chapter 6. The conclusions of the 
work are presented in Chapter 7.
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2. Selection of the decision support 
method

There are four human rationality perspectives that are considered in almost 
every decision situation: emotional, organizational, political, and techno-
economical. The use of a certain gold extraction process might, for example, 
cause more resistance among the locals (political factor). These kinds of factors 
may be difficult to evaluate properly with a numerical tool (Sage 2000). In this 
thesis, the focus is on technical factors. A decision support methodology is 
aimed for the systematic utilisation of various knowledge sources in the 
development of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes. The quality and 
information richness of knowledge sources concerning gold extraction and 
geological information were studied [II, IV] and (Rintala 2012), in order to be 
able to determine the requirements for the decision support methodology.

2.1 Characteristics of the knowledge from public sources

Public knowledge sources concerning gold extraction that are used in the 
process development are for example books, journal articles and industrial 
reports, which contain details of techniques, used in the gold extraction. 
Whereas, public knowledge sources concerning the geological information 
about ore deposits are for instance scientific articles written about deposit areas, 
official exploration and survey reports and deposit or mineral databases. All of 
these sources serve an important role when a new process is developed, and
possible process flowsheets are compared and unit processes are selected for
further studies.

One of the main findings of the study about the public knowledge sources 
regarding the geological information about ore deposits [II], was that many of 
the deposit and mineral databases follow reporting standards or rules such as 
JORC-code or NI-34 101 (JORC-code 2004; Csa 2005; Fortuna 2010). 
Therefore, the information found was quite homogenous. In the future, the level 
of uniformity may even increase, as the Committee for Mineral Reserves 
International Reporting Standards has taken an interest in the reliability of 
exploration reports and have a vision for creating a single, worldwide standard 
for the public reporting of ore deposits and prospects (Crirsco 2006).

The knowledge concerning gold extraction can be divided into two types: 
knowledge about flowsheets of the existing processes and knowledge about unit 
processes [III, IV]. The sources about unit processes consisted of those 
regarding the processes already used and established and those the regarding 
processes under development. The quality and information richness of public 
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knowledge sources about flowsheets of the existing processes was analysed 
using Marsden and House (2006) descriptions of existing gold mines. The main 
finding was that these descriptions of the processes contain enough knowledge 
to be used as knowledge source for the decision support system, 25 cases were 
assembled from these descriptions and were used to form a case base [III].

The quality and information richness of the public knowledge sources about 
unit processes were studied in [IV] and (Rintala 2012). The descriptions from
25 publications were extracted in a case base. It was possible to extract several 
cases from one publication, as one case consisted of one process or experimental 
description, and if there were several test parameters or descriptions reported, 
every one of them was stored as a new case. In total, 218 cases that described 
the results of gold leaching were extracted from the sources. Analysis showed 
that the public knowledge sources can be used as knowledge source for the 
decision support system. The trends were that gold content and outcome of the 
process were usually well described. However, the information richness 
between the publications varied, for example the descriptions of the raw 
materials, experimental arrangements and results were often missing details. 
Contrary to reporting standards used in deposit or mineral databases, there are 
no specific standards for the authors how detailed the studies should be 
reported. Only instruction for scientific publishing is the repeatability of the 
studies, another scientist should be able to repeat the studies and compare the 
results. Therefore, as it is the question of the natural materials this leads in to 
the situation that the level of information richness as well as the reporting 
manners varies. Some missing raw materials details could possibly be deduced 
from the deposit and mineral databases [II].

Nevertheless, the variation and incompleteness of the information must be 
taken into account when selecting the decision support methodology for the 
system to be built. The lack of information should not prevent the system from 
working. However, of course if crucial information is missing, for example when 
the studied raw material is not described on the sufficient level, there is no value 
to use the publication as a knowledge source for process development. This was 
the case in some publications, where the studies were not reported on such level 
that they could be repeated.

In conclusion of the analyses, the public knowledge concerning gold extraction 
might be incomplete. It also undergoes dynamic changes, as the amount of 
publications is increasing continuously, which makes it difficult to represent 
from the knowledge formalisation perspective. Therefore, a reasoning 
methodology must be able to quickly react to change and to reason upon and 
derive decisions from incomplete and fuzzy knowledge.

2.2 Comparison of the decision support and optimisation methods

The decision support methods are aimed either to make decision making as 
automatic as possible or support the decision making process. In addition to 
decision support methods, numerous optimisation methods exist. These are 
useful when trying to search for a minimum or maximum of a function already 
known. Six decision support and optimisation methods appeared promising to 
be used in the development of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes
(Sage 2000):
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– decision tree / decision forest (DT/DF) 
– multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) 
– case-based reasoning (CBR)
– artificial neural network (ANN) 
– ant colony optimization (ACO) 
– genetic algorithm (GA)

The first three are decision support methods and the last three are modern 
optimisation methods (Rao 2009). Properties of these six methods were 
compared in the publication [I]. The summary of the comparison of the 
properties of the decision support and optimisation methods is shown in Table 
1.

Table 1. The properties of the decision support and optimisation methods.

Properties DT/DF MCDM CBR ANN ACO GA

Requires a function to be optimised X X X

Can be used without knowing the exact 
parameter relations (function) X X X

Possibility to form process chains X

Decisions based on a database of similar 
cases X X

Weighting of parameters possible X X X X X

Possibility to use method with lacking data X

DT/DF=decision tree / decision forest, MCDM=multi-criteria decision making, CBR=case-based reasoning, 
ANN=artificial neural network, ACO=ant colony optimization GA=genetic algorithm

The decision tree method is used in classification tasks. Starting from the root 
of the tree, analysis proceeds down to its leaves, by choosing the most suitable 
option according to the decision criteria in every knot (Quinlan 1986; Ghiassi 
2010). Main issue with the decision tree is the building of the tree, i.e. the order 
of the decision criteria. The order of defined decision criteria greatly affects the 
outcome of the tree. If the order of criteria has to be adjusted later on, the whole 
tree should be reconsidered. The decision support task in the development of 
hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes could be handled as separate trees
for separate raw materials. A group of decision trees (decision forest) would be 
suitable for flowsheet development, if the trees were built based on the 
knowledge of the process options. The decision forest would help in the 
systematic utilisation of existing knowledge sources in the development of 
hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes, nevertheless updating the trees 
with new knowledge sources might require the reconsideration of the trees.

In the multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) the number of alternatives is 
first narrowed down by using certain predetermined rules. The remaining short 
list is then put in order using a scoring method, which can be carried out by 
different means. TOPSIS for example, is an approach where the parameters are 
compared with the best and worst possible values (Agrawal 1991; Tong 2003). 
The best alternative is the one closest to the optimum solution and farthest from 
the most undesirable solution. The scoring of the short list seems to be a good 
method in order to compare the alternatives in the flowsheet development, as 
long as the operation of the unit process is defined and its operating conditions
can be compared using numerical scoring. The narrowing criteria have to be 
defined very carefully and it is very likely that different raw materials would 
require separate criteria.
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The case-based reasoning is a decision support method, which is very similar 
to the way human reach decisions or solves problems. It uses the knowledge of 
past similar problems, cases, and predicts the likely outcome or applicable 
solution to a problem based on the knowledge of previous cases stored in a case 
base (Kolodner 1992; Aamodt 1994; Lenz 1998). Similarity based retrieval is 
applied when the cases are retrieved from the case base. Often there is no exact 
match found in the previous cases so it is necessary to define how to compare 
the similarity of different cases. CBR methodology appears to be a practical 
approach for the flowsheet development of hydrometallurgical gold extraction 
processes. Because of the uniqueness of the ore deposits it is certain that no 
exactly similar raw material as the new raw material at hand can be found, let 
alone has been studied earlier. CBR is known to be able to reason upon and 
derive decisions from incomplete and fuzzy knowledge (Kolodner 1993; Pal 
2004).

The optimisation methods studied were the artificial neural network (ANN), 
the ant colony optimisation (ACO) and the genetic algorithm (GA). The artificial 
neural network, is a net consisting of an input layer, an output layer and hidden 
layers between them. It is the most suitable for fairly simple, linear and 
nonlinear, optimisation problems (Hassoun 1995). The method can be used to 
predict process output with certain input, if an adequate number of inputs and 
their outputs are known. Çilek (2002) for example has developed an integrated 
simulation method of neural networks to predict locked cycle flotation test 
results. Whereas Mjalli et al. (2007) have used ANN black-box modelling 
approach to acquire the knowledge base of a real wastewater plant and then 
used as a process model. The ant colony optimisation is used to find the shortest 
path from “nest” to the “food”, or from the first node to the last (Dorigo 2004,
2005). All possible routes through the different nodes are first being tried but 
the shortest ones stand out. The nodes could possibly be considered as unit 
processes, and the same principle might be used for defining the optimum 
process chain. However, the variables differ from one ore to another, so the 
function should be adjusted for every new ore individually. The genetic 
algorithm is an efficient method used in different kinds of optimisation 
problems, it can achieve the maximum or minimum of difficult nonlinear 
functions in relatively short time (Reeves 2002). However, it does not alone help 
in the decision making process, instead it should be used as a part of some of
the decision support methods.

In conclusion, the studied three optimisation methods could be used in the 
flowsheet development of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes for 
optimisation and simulation of the process when the treatment for the new raw 
material at hand is already chosen. Nevertheless, none of them appears a
suitable method to be used for identifying similar raw materials and their 
process flowsheets at the beginning of the development process.

Based on the analysis of the public knowledge sources, the possibility to use
the method with lacking data was emphasised in the selection. Also the 
possibility of weighting the parameters and the possibility to use the method 
without knowing the exact parameter relations were found important. As a 
result of the comparison CBR was selected for further research. The standard 
process of reasoning in CBR is represented as the CBR-cycle and shown in 
Figure 3. Four stages in the cycle are: retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. In the 
retrieve step, the case whose problem description is the most similar to the 
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problem description of the query case is retrieved from the case-base. The reuse 
step then takes the solution from the retrieved case and applies it to the current 
problem described in the query case. This step may include minor adaptations 
of the solution to fit slight differences between the query case and the retrieved 
case. In the revising step the suggested solution is revised in that way to test if 
the application of the retrieved solution actually solved the current problem. 
During retain the case will be stored. Additional information such as whether 
the case was successfully solved may be retained as well.

Figure 3. The CBR-cycle adapted after (Aamodt 1994).

As described earlier, in CBR system the knowledge is stored as cases in a case 
base and cases are retrieved using a query case. The most similar cases to the
problem (query) case are retrieved from the case base according to similarity 
calculations. Similarity measures are divided into two categories, global and 
local similarities. A global similarity measure can be described as a function 
calculating the distance between the entire problem descriptions of the query 
case and the entire problem description of a case in the case base. The similarity 
between a case and a query (global similarity) is a result of the combination of 
attribute specific similarities (local similarities) by applying a suitable 
amalgamation function. These similarities are usually normalised to fall within 
a range of zero to one (where zero is totally dissimilar and one is an exact match) 
or as a percentage similarity where 100% is an exact match (Watson 1999). 
Generally the calculation of the most similar cases is based on the application of 
nearest neighbour techniques. For an attribute-value based case representation 
consisting of n attributes, the similarity between query q and case c is calculated 
as follows (Stahl 2008):  ( , ) = ( , ) (1)
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simi and i denote the local similarity measure and the weight of attribute i, and 
Sim represents the global similarity measure.

As can be seen from the equation (1), the retrieval in CBR system differs from 
the retrieval in conventional relational databases. In CBR system the retrieval is 
based on similarity measures based retrieval allows, whereas in conventional 
relational databases, the retrieval is based on exact matches.  Therefore CBR
system is able to provide results even when no exact match is found. This 
capability combined with the approach of similarity based retrieval allows CBR 
system to provide possible solutions even when sparse, incomplete or fuzzy 
queries are entered. This is not possible with conventional relational databases, 
where the retrieval is based on exact matches. Actually one single typing error 
in a query will stop a relational database from providing any match at all. The 
faulty query will not be processed at all or, if the typing error is within an 
attribute value specification, the only exact matching relational database entry 
is either, not found and retrieved, or a wrong entry is retrieved.

2.3 Comparison of the CBR and other reasoning methods

When CBR methodology was studied more closely, it was also compared with
other reasoning methodologies: rule-based and model-based reasoning. The
rule-based reasoning (RBR) system consist of three components: a set of rules, 
a data base, and an interpreter for the rules (Prentzas 2007). In model-based 
reasoning (MBR) systems knowledge is represented using causal rules (Russell
2003). The advantages and disadvantages of these three reasoning techniques 
were compared and an overview of the comparison is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The advantages and disadvantages of the reasoning techniques for 
recommendation of the gold ore process flowsheets.

Reasoning
technique

Advantages Disadvantages

Model-based High precision in the decisions/ 
recommendations
Broad coverage of domain 
knowledge 

High initial effort to create the 
knowledge model
Rigid: once the model is 
employed it is hard to change to 
cater for changes in the domain 
knowledge 

Rule-based Knowledge model can be 
expanded quickly
Effective reasoning
Precise 
decisions/recommendations 

Rigid knowledge model  
Knowledge model requires 
frequent updates of the rules  to 
stay accurate

Case-based Possibility to retrieve several 
cases that are similar to the 
target problem that allows for 
alternative
recommendations, even if only 
fuzzy and incomplete queries are 
used
Easy expansion of the 
knowledge model by adding 
new cases
Similarity measures can 
represent domain knowledge 
that is otherwise hard to 
formalise

Typically high effort in 
modelling adaptation knowledge 
to adapt solutions

Similarity measures may require 
high modelling effort
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The main advantage of MBR is high precision in the recommendations. 
Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of this methodology is the high initial effort
when the knowledge model is built, as it should cover every aspect of the domain. 
For that reason, a model-based system was not seen as a potential alternative 
for a CBR system. 

The recommendation aimed for could be performed also by a rule-based 
system. The rule-based reasoning (RBR) systems use rules to make deductions 
or choices. The main difference of RBR and CBR systems are that the former 
solve problems from scratch, while the latter use pre-stored situations to deal 
with similar new instances (Prentzas 2007). In CBR system cases represent 

knowledge of the domain. Advantages of RBR system are effective reasoning 
and possibility to quickly expand the knowledge model. However, a RBR system, 
unless specially adapted, requires complete and exact data. Therefore it does 
not seem sufficient to model the complex knowledge present by rules alone and 
likewise model-based reasoning either rule-based reasoning was not seen as a 
potential alternative for a CBR system.

CBR was chosen as the reasoning methodology for this study although the 
similarity measures employed within CBR systems may require a high 
modelling effort. The main reason was its ability to retrieve several cases that 
are similar to the target problem that allows for alternative recommendations, 
even if only fuzzy and incomplete queries are used.
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3. A framework for the CBR system

The aim of this work was to produce a framework for a case-based reasoning 
(CBR) system for the systematic utilisation of various knowledge sources in the 
development of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes. As described in
Chapter 2, the knowledge sources available can be divided into two types: 
knowledge sources about flowsheets of the existing processes and knowledge 
sources concerning unit processes. Based on this division it was chosen to study 
a twofold approach to reuse the knowledge of the existing processes (Knowledge 
model I) and to reuse the knowledge of the single unit processes (Knowledge 
model II). This approach is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. These knowledge 
models can be used both together and separately. When used together, the 
models are used as follows. At the beginning of the process development, the 
Knowledge model I of the CBR system helps to identify similar raw materials 
and their process flowsheets. Based on the expert’s knowledge and the help of 
the decision support system, 1 to 5 process options are selected for further
studies. The use of system should ensure that the knowledge of the existing 
process flowsheets is utilised systematically in this phase of the research.

Figure 4. Knowledge model I consists of cases and similarity models of existing gold 
extraction processes.

Figure 5. Knowledge model II consists of cases and similarity models of established unit 
processes and unit processes under development. 

In the next phase of the research, the Knowledge model II of the CBR system is 
used to confirm the selection of these processes by exploiting the knowledge of 
the research about unit processes. Based on the expert’s knowledge and the help 
of CBR system, the characteristic challenges of the new raw material are 
determined and laboratory experiments are designed. If sufficient operation is 
achieved in the laboratory scale for one of the processes, the process is then 
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tested as a continuous process in the bench-scale to verify the process. Results 
of the laboratory and bench-scale experiments are stored as cases in the case 
base, whether the sufficient operation is achieved or not. The non-sufficient 
results are valuable when the characteristic challenges of new raw material are 
determined and laboratory experiments are designed.

The knowledge formalisation for the Knowledge model I is discussed in this 
chapter. The knowledge formalisation for the Knowledge model II is left outside 
of the scope of this thesis. The case representation for the pretreatment and 
leaching cases of the Knowledge model II is discussed in [IV] and (Aromaa 
2015).

3.1 Knowledge formalisation for the Knowledge model I

The Knowledge model I is aimed for recognising and retrieving similar raw 
materials and their process flowsheets from the case base. To achieve this goal 
knowledge of existing processes must be encoded in the case representation and 
in the global and local similarity measure of CBR system. This process is called 
knowledge formalisation. It begins with the identification of the relevant 
entities in a domain, as well as their relationships which each other. Then 
characteristics and important attributes are established for each entity and the 
form of case representation is determined. In CBR systems, a case can be 
represented as the tuples of attribute-value pairs. After the relevant entities are 
identified, the next step is to find suitable data types and value ranges to 
represent these attributes. A commonly used approach to formalise the 
similarity knowledge, i.e. local similarities, in the CBR environment are 
taxonomies, comparative tables and mathematical functions (Aamodt 1994,
Bergmann 1998). 

A major challenge in any knowledge formalisation process is to find a well-
balanced trade-off between the necessary level of detail of the knowledge to be 
formalised and a lean knowledge model that allows for maximum 
computational performance. 

Table 3. The information richness of the knowledge model in relation to the selection 
of an attribute type.

Knowledge formalised 
by the attribute

Type of an
attribute

Allowed values
Information 

richness
Presence of arsenic sulphide
in the ore

Boolean Yes/No Low

Type of arsenic sulphide in the ore Symbol
Arsenopyrite, 
Orpiment, etc.

Medium

The amount of arsenopyrite 
in the ore (wt-%)

Floating
point number

0.0-100.0 % High

Decisions about the level of details and information richness of the knowledge 
model are constantly made when knowledge is formalised. The selection of 
attribute types for example has an impact on the amount of information or 
knowledge that can be formalised for this attribute. The aim is to choose a 
granularity fine enough to allow for a detailed but not overly detailed and thus 
cumbersome representation of the possible values for an attribute. An example 
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of how the selection of the attribute data types and values ranges effects on the 
information richness of the knowledge model is shown in Table 3.

Marsden and House (2006) have listed parameters that must be determined
to understand gold ore-processing requirements:

Gold ore grade
Ore composition (elemental and mineralogical)
Concentrations of any other valuable minerals
Nature and concentrations of minerals detrimental to processing (e.g. cyanide-
consuming minerals, clays, etc.)
Gold grain size distribution
Gold mineral type
Liberation characteristics of all valuable minerals.

This list was used as reference when relevant entities in gold ore processing were 
identified. Nine attributes, that represent the main factors from the list, were 
modelled in the Knowledge model I: Ore type, Gold ore grade, Gold distribution,
Gold grain size, Sulphide present, Arsenic sulphide, Copper sulphide, Iron 
sulphide and Clay present. The attribute Ore type describes the gold mineral 
type, the attribute Gold ore grade tells the concentration of gold in the ore
tonnage (g/t), the attribute Gold distribution represents how gold is distributed 
in the gold-bearing mineral, the attribute Gold grain size tells the size of the 
gold grains in the ore, the attribute Sulphide present describes whether there 
are sulphide minerals present or not in the ore and the attribute Clay present
describes similarly whether there is clay present or not in the ore. The attributes
Arsenic sulphide, Copper sulphide and Iron sulphide tells whether there is 
arsenic, copper or iron sulphide minerals present or not in the ore.

The knowledge formalisation was performed using the open source tool 
myCBR in its latest version 3.0 (myCBR 2012). The myCBR tool includes two 
parts: Workbench and Software development kit (SDK). The former was used 
in the knowledge formalisation, it consists of the set of graphical user interfaces 
(GUIs) for knowledge modelling and it is designed for the rapid prototyping of 
CBR systems (Stahl 2008), and therefore it was selected as a tool for this study. 
The latter was not used in the studies described in this thesis, it can be used for 
integrating the knowledge models into one’s own applications.

Attribute-value tuples were selected for case representation. There are several 
attribute types in myCBR Workbench to select from. In the built knowledge 
model the attribute types employed were symbols, Boolean, and floating point 
numbers. The range of gold grade in the ores is from 0.8 to 70.0 g/t in the case 
base (Appendix 1) and therefore the local similarity of the attribute Gold ore 
grade was modelled by floating point attribute type and by a symmetric distance 
function shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The local similarity model, difference-based similarity measure,
for the attribute Gold ore grade.  

The attributes Clay present and Sulphide present, were modelled using a 
Boolean local similarity measure. The accepted values for this attribute are Yes 
and No, and the similarity between them is binary and exactly 0 or 1. Other 
studied attributes, Ore type, Gold distribution, Gold grain size and Arsenic
sulphide, Copper sulphide and Iron sulphide, were modelled by symbol type 
attributes employing comparative similarity tables as similarity measures. 

The 10th edition of the Nickel–Strunz classification of minerals (Mindat 2014) 
was used as a reference for local similarity models of the arsenic, copper and 
iron sulphide minerals (Tables 4-6). The following rules were formulated for the 
similarity modelling of minerals based on the Nickel-Strunz classification: 

If the number of the mineral class is equal, the local similarity is 0.5.
If the number of the mineral class and the first letter of the class are equal, the
local similarity is 0.7.
If the number of the mineral class and two first letters (or more) of the class are
equal, the local similarity is 0.8.
If the whole class is equal, but its question of two different minerals, the local
similarity is 0.9.
Local similarity is 1.00, when its question of the mineral itself.

For instance, the Nickel-Strunz classes for arsenopyrite (FeAsS), orpiment 
(As2S3 -As4S4) are respectively 2.EB.20, 2.FA.30 and 2.FA.15a 
and the local similarity model was created according to the formulated rules 
(Table 4). In addition to mineral names, two values were used, “None” and 
“Any”. The rules for their similarity models were: the value “Any” is 0.5 similar 
to any mineral in the similarity table of a specific mineral group, here Arsenic 
Sulphide, and the value “None” is similar only with itself. Only the values of an 
attribute that were used in the case base were modelled. In the case of the 
attribute Arsenic Sulphide five values were modelled.
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Table 4. The local similarity table for the attribute Arsenic sulphide.

Table 5. The local similarity table for the attribute Copper sulphide.

Table 6. The local similarity table for the attribute Iron sulphide.

An example of the global similarity measure calculation
As described in Chapter 2, the similarity between a case and a query (global 
similarity) is a result of the combination of attribute specific similarities (local 
similarities) by applying a suitable amalgamation function. For an attribute-
value based case representation consisting of n attributes, the similarity 
between query q and case c is calculated using function 1. The similarity is
computed in an interval between zero and one, with the former representing the 
most different values and the latter the identical values.

Here is an example of the global similarity measure calculation when the 
equation 1 and earlier presented local similarity models are utilised. If a query 
consist of the following attribute and value pairs: Gold ore grade: 7.0 g/t,
Sulphide present: “Yes”, Arsenic sulphide: “Realgar”, and these attribute and 
value pairs for a case in the case base are: Gold ore grade: 2.0 g/t, Sulphide 
present: “No”, Arsenic sulphide: “Orpiment”, Sim (q,c) is calculated as follows:

The local similarity of the attribute Gold ore grade
The attribute Gold ore grade was modelled by floating point attribute type 
and a symmetric distance function shown in Figure 6. In this example

   = 7.0 g/t   = 2.0 g/t

Arsenopyrite Orpiment Realgar Any None
Arsenopyrite 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0
Orpiment 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.0
Realgar 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.0
Any 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0
None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

Bornite Chalcopyrite Covellite Digenite Any None
Bornite 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.0
Chalcopyrite 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.0
Covellite 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0
Digenite 0.8 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.0
Any 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0
None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

Marcasite Pyrite Pyrrhotite Any None
Marcasite 1.0 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.0
Pyrite 0.8 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.0
Pyrrhotite 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.0
Any 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.0
None 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
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As can be seen in Figure 6 the distance function applied is

     ,   = = + 1            (2)

y2 denote the local similarity measure and x is the distance between the 
value of the query and the value of the case. Hence=      = 5.0 g/t=      ,    = 0.93
The local similarity of the attribute Sulphide present
Local similarity of attribute Sulphide present was modelled using a 
Boolean similarity measure. The accepted values for this attribute are Yes 
and No, and the similarity between them is binary and exactly 0 or 1. In 
this example

  = "Yes”  = “No”

As it is question of Boolean type attribute the distance between the
queried value and the value of the case is maximum. Hence,

   ,  = 0.00
The local similarity of the attribute Arsenic sulphide
As can be seen in Table 4, the attribute values “Realgar” and “Orpiment”
are modelled to be 80 % similar, i.e. their distance between each other is 
0.2. Hence,

   ,  = 0.80

The global similarity
The global similarity is sum of the local similarities. ( , ) = ( , )
Here,

 ( , ) =   +  +  3
 ( , ) = (0.93 + 0 + 0.8)3 = 0.58

Hence, the query and the retrieved case are 58 % similar, as weighting of 
the attributes is not used.
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To visualise local and global similarities radar charts can be useful. These 
charts demonstrate how the global similarity is a function of local similarities. 
For example, Figures 7-9 show the results of the Query IV with six attributes 
described in Chapter 4. The local similarity values are shown for the most
similar case (Case B14), similar case (Case B22) and dissimilar case (Case A4).
As can be seen from Figure 7 the Case B14 covers the queried attributes well, 
even the value for the attribute Clay present is totally dissimilar. Figure 8 for 
the Case B22 shows clearly which attributes are similar and which are not. And 
finally Figure 9 (Case A4) shows that with only two attributes having similarity 
at all the global similarity cannot be visualised well.

Figure 7. The local similarity values of the Case B14.

Figure 8. The local similarity values of the Case B22.
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Figure 9. The local similarity values of the Case A4.

3.2 Case base for the Knowledge model I

After the attributes were modelled a case base for Knowledge model I was 
compiled using the Case Bases perspective in the myCBR Workbench. Marsden 
and House (2006) descriptions of existing gold mines were used as a case source 
and 25 cases were assembled from the descriptions (Appendix 1). Every case 
consisted of the values for the modelled attributes: Ore type, Gold ore grade,
Gold distribution, Gold grain size, Sulphide present, Arsenic sulphide, Copper 
sulphide, Iron sulphide and Clay present. The attributes Ore type, Gold ore 
grade, Sulphide present and Clay present were the most straightforward to 
assign values to from the literature description. The attributes Gold distribution,
Gold grain size and the attributes concerning sulphides were found more 
challenging. Cases may have several valid values for these attributes, as seen in 
the description of the deposit for the case B31:

“Refractory minerals are predominantly antimony and arsenic 
sulfides, such as berthierite (FeSb2S4), gudmundite (FeSbS), 
arsenopyrite (FeAsS), and gersdorffite ((Fe,Ni,Co)AsS), with minor 
quantities of other base metal sulfides. Gold occurs as coarse visible 
gold, aurostibnite (AuSB2), and as fine gold disseminated in 
sulfides. On average, the ore contains 3% to 4% Sb and 0.1% to 0.3% 
As.”

Here gold occurs both as coarse visible gold and as fine gold disseminated in 
sulphides. The corresponding values for the attribute Gold distribution are 
“Free” and “Grain enclosed in mineral”. A possible solution for this problem is 
to save such descriptions as two separate cases, especially when the ore is 
treated only in the beginning with the same processes, for example crushing and 
grinding, and after that two different process schemes are applied (Marsden 
2006). The problem with duplicate values for an attribute happens also with the 
description of the case C1:
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“Hydrothermal deposit occurred with native silver and gold, but 
silver also occurred as silver sulfide. Major gangue mineral was 
quartz, with halides, cinnabar, orpiment, realgar, and bismuth-
bearing stibnite.”

As can be seen in Appendix 1, in the case base the value for the attribute 
Arsenic sulphide is “Orpiment”. However, there is also realgar present. This 
problem could be avoided by adding more attributes for the same entities, for 
example, having two or more attributes for Arsenic sulphide, for instance,
Primary and Secondary Arsenic sulphide. Then the user could add two values 
for the same attribute and the knowledge loss is smaller. Though this approach 
shifts the challenge to the retrieval stage. An additional layer must be added into 
the similarity calculation, so that the retrieval also finds the cases where the 
values are similar to the query, but their order is vice versa.
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4.Evaluation procedure

Althoff (1997) has studied the evaluation of CBR systems and represents a 
systematic description for CBR systems. It includes a high number of different 
criteria, for instance, technical, ergonomic, application domain, and application 
task criteria. In this thesis the evaluation is focused on application domain
criteria. The Knowledge model I is aimed for recognising and retrieving similar 
raw materials and their process flowsheets from the case base. The evaluation 
procedure applied for the model is shown in Figure 10. The knowledge 
representation and the flowsheet selection of the model are evaluated using this 
procedure. The evaluation steps of the evaluation procedure can be performed 
in hierarchical order or as the need arises. However, at the beginning of the 
modelling, the hierarchical order is recommended. The last step, the flowsheet 
recommendation ability of the system, should be evaluated frequently when the 
number of cases in the case base increases. The preliminary retrieval tests are 
performed using one attribute and value pair at a time in a query. This enables
user to investigate the quality of local similarity models, as according to 
equation (1), the global similarity measure is equal to the local similarity when 
only one attribute is used. At the first stage of the evaluation, the preliminary 
retrieval tests were also run to ensure that the retrieval function in the myCBR 
Workbench works right.

Figure 10. The steps in the evaluation procedure.

The hypothetical retrieval tests are used to evaluate the knowledge model 
when more than one attribute is employed in a query. These tests are aimed to 
study the ability of the system to retrieve relevant cases when several attributes 
are used in one query. This test stage is also used to ensure that the global 
similarity function in the myCBR Workbench works as expected. When using a
couple of attributes at the time, it is easy to verify the result by calculating the 
global similarities by hand. This stage can also be applied when assessing the 

Knowledge modelling
Feedback

Queries based on the
existing processes

Hypothetical queries

Preliminary queries
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weights of the attributes in the global similarity measure. Attributes of the 
knowledge model can be divided into small groups and roles of the attributes in 
the global similarity measure can be assessed by increasing the amount of 
attributes used in a query within the group. It is easier for the user to evaluate 
the roles of the attributes when the amount of the attributes used in the query 
is less than ten and the amount of used attributes is increased by one or two at 
a time.

The flowsheet recommendation ability of the Knowledge model I is tested by 
using queries based on the existing processes. At this stage of the evaluation, the 
ability of the Knowledge model I to retrieve similar raw materials as specified in 
the query is studied. When existing process descriptions are used as query cases 
the relevance of the attributes available for queries can be evaluated. Another 
objective of this stage is to investigate how similar process flowsheets are 
between the query case and the best matching case.

The same evaluation procedure can be applied when developing the 
Knowledge model I further, when developing the Knowledge model II or when
a similar system is developed for other ores and raw materials. In case of 
Knowledge model II, the last step of the procedure would be the queries based 
on the existing unit processes.

4.1 Preliminary and hypothetical queries

The Knowledge model I was evaluated by using preliminary and hypothetical
queries, Queries I-XII (Tables 7-10), and the retrieval functionality of the 
myCBR Workbench. The preliminary retrieval tests were performed using the 
attributes from the Queries I-XII, one attribute and value pair at a time. For the 
hypothetical retrieval tests four query groups, A to D, were formulated so that 
the amount of used attributes is increasing within the group. 

The query group A included cases of refractory arsenopyritic ore, the query 
group B cases with refractory iron sulphide ore, the group C free-milling ores 
and the group D several sulphides. The attributes and values in Tables 7-10 
present which attributes are used in the queries. In the Query IV from the group 
A for example, the tool retrieves the most similar cases to refractory 
arsenopyritic ore with gold concentration 7.0 g/t, where the gold is distributed 
as enclosed grains, the grain size is fine and there is clay present.

Table 7. The attributes and their values in the query group A. The attributes used in 
each Query I to IV are marked by x.

Query
Attribute Value I II III IV

Gold ore grade, g/t 7.0 x x x x
Ore type Refractory arsenopyritic x x x x
Gold distribution Grain enclosed in mineral x x x
Gold grain size Fine x x
Arsenic sulphide Arsenopyrite x
Clay present Yes x
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Table 8. The attributes and their values in the query group B. The attributes 
used in each Query V to VII are marked by x.

Query
Attribute Value V VI VII
Gold ore grade, g/t 12.0 x x x
Ore type Refractory iron sulphide x x x
Gold distribution Grain enclosed in mineral x x x
Gold grain size Submicron sized x x
Iron sulphide Pyrite x
Clay present Yes x

Table 9. The attributes and their values in the query group C. 
The attributes used in each Query VIII to X are marked by x.

Query

Attribute Value
VII

I
IX X

Gold ore grade, g/t 3.0 x x x
Ore type Free milling x x x
Gold distribution Free x x x
Gold grain size Coarse x x
Sulphide present Yes x
Clay present Yes x

Table 10. The attributes and their values in the query group D. 
The attributes used in each Query XI and XII are marked by x.

Query
Attribute Value XI XII
Gold ore grade, g/t 5.0 x
Arsenic sulphide Any x x
Copper sulphide Chalcopyrite x x
Iron sulphide Pyrite x x

4.2 Queries based on existing processes

The ability of Knowledge model I to recommend flowsheets was evaluated by
using queries based on existing processes that were not included in the initial 
case base. The Queries T1-T5 were formed based Marsden and House’s (2006) 
descriptions of the existing gold mines (Table 11). Summaries of the process 
flowsheet descriptions of the cases in the case base are presented in the 
Appendices 2 and 3. Summaries of the process flowsheet descriptions of which 
queries T1-T5 were based on are presented in the Appendix 4. The evaluation 
was performed by the retrieval functionality of the myCBR Workbench.
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Table 11. The queries formed based on the existing gold mines. The attributes that 
were not used in the query are marked by z.

Query

Attribute T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

Ore type Free 
milling

Free 
milling

Refractory 
arsenopyritic

Refractory 
iron sulphide

Carbonaceous

Gold ore grade, g/t 4.7 6.0 2.4 2.2 8.0

Gold distribution Free Free Grain 
enclosed in
mineral

Grain 
enclosed in
mineral

Free

Gold grain size Fine Fine Fine Micronsized Fine

Sulphide present Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Arsenic sulphide z z Arsenopyrite Arsenopyrite z

Iron sulphide Pyrrhotite z Pyrite Pyrite z

Clay present No Yes No No No
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5.Evaluation results

5.1 Results of the preliminary and hypothetical queries

The attributes from the queries I-XII (Tables 7-10) were used, one attribute 
value pair at a time, for the preliminary retrieval tests. The results of the 
preliminary retrieval tests showed that all the local similarity measures worked 
as modelled and the similarity calculations of the retrieved cases were as 
supposed. This phase of the research was performed also to ensure that the 
retrieval tool of myCBR works right. The results confirmed that the retrieval tool 
worked well in general and the correct similarity models were downloaded. 
However, some errors occurred. These are described in Chapter 6.1.

After the preliminary retrieval tests the knowledge model was evaluated by 
using the increasing number of attributes in one query. The aim of this phase of 
the research was to study the ability of the knowledge model to propose relevant 
cases when several attributes are used in one query. Another aim was to ensure 
that the global similarity function in the GUI of myCBR Workbench works as 
expected. This was carried out by query groups A to D (Queries I-XII). The four 
best matching cases the myCBR tool retrieved and their similarities compared 
with the queries are presented in Tables 10-13. The distribution of the global 
similarities in the retrieval results for queries IV, VII, X and XII with the largest 
number of the attributes are shown in Figures 11-14. The 25th similar case in the 
Queries IV, VII and X was Case C2. This shows that the CBR system excludes 
the most different case well also when six attributes are used in the query. The 
queried ore types were “Refractory arsenopyritic”, “Refractory iron sulphide”
and “Free milling” and Case C2 is silver-rich ore whose gold grade is 70 g/t.

The results for the queries I, II, V and VIII show that the local similarity 
models for the attributes Gold ore grade, Ore type and Gold distribution work 
as modelled (Tables 12-14). The Query I consisted of two attributes and value of 
the attribute Ore type, was similar to the queried value in all four best matching 
cases. The Queries V and VIII consisted of three attributes and the values of two 
of them, Ore type and Gold distribution, were similar to the queried value in all 
four best matching cases (Tables 9 and 10). In the other words, the local 
similarities of the attributes Ore type and Gold distribution were 1.0 in all four 
best matching cases. As the other local similarities were 1.0 in the Queries I, V 
and VIII, the differences in the global similarity values between the four best 
matching cases comes from the values for the attribute Gold ore grade. The 
queried value for this attribute was 7.0 g/t in the Query I, 12.0 g/t in the Query 
V and 3.0 g/t in the Query VIII. The values of the attribute in the four best 
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matching cases are shown in Table 12. The calculated similarities decrease 
according to the increasing difference with the queried value of Gold ore grade
and the value in the case. Thus, the local similarity model for the attribute Gold 
ore grade works as modelled. However, the range of gold grade in the ores is 
from 0.8 to 70.0 g/t (Appendix 1), and the grade of the ore is smaller than 10 g/t 
in 21 of the 25 cases. Hence, the model could be adjusted to give more 
importance for smaller differences in the grade of the gold in the ore. The 
attribute type of Gold ore grade is floating point number and its local similarity 
was modelled by symmetric distance function. The function editors of myCBR 
tool could be used to model an advanced function to be used instead of the 
current polynomial function.

Table 12. The values of the best matching cases for the
attribute Gold ore grade in Queries I, V and VIII.

Retrieved Query I Query V Query VIII
cases Case Au g/t Case Au g/t Case Au g/t
1st B13 7.0 B21 5.8 A2 2.4
2nd B12 7.2 B24 5.0 A5 2.0
3rd B11 8.0 B25 5.0 A4 1.1
4th B14 12.00 B23 4.7 A3 5.0

As seen in Table 13, the order of retrieved cases for the Query II is similar to 
the Query I though the Case B12 is not included in the results. The global 
similarity to the case B12 was 0.67. That is as it is supposed to be, because the 
value of the attribute Gold distribution is “Undefined” in the Case B12. In the 
current similarity measure the local similarity with the other values and the 
value “Undefined” is 0.

Table 13. The most similar cases for the query group A.

Retrieved Query I Query II Query III Query IV
cases Case Sim 

(q,c) Case Sim 
(q,c) Case Sim 

(q,c) Case Sim 
(q,c)

1st B13 1.00 B13 1.00 B14 0.98 B14 0.82
2nd B12 1.00 B11 1.00 B21 0.95 B21 0.80
3rd B11 0.99 B14 0.98 B23 0.94 B23 0.79
4th B14 0.96 B15 0.94 B22 0.94 B13 0.70

In the Queries III, VI and IX, in addition to the attributes Gold ore grade, Ore 
type and Gold distribution, also the attribute Gold grain size was used (Tables 
13-15). In the Query III, the value for ore type was “Refractory arsenopyritic”,
however for three of the best matching cases the value is “Refractory iron 
sulphide”. In the Query VI, the ore type selected was “Refractory iron sulphide”
and for two of the best matching cases the value is “Refractory arsenopyritic”.
Again, in the Query IX, the value for ore type was “Free milling,” nevertheless 
for three of the retrieved cases the value is “Copper-rich”. All of the global 
similarities are correctly calculated and the retrieved cases are the most similar 
cases for the queries III, VI and IX, according to the local similarity models. 
However, the results are correct, they show that the role of the attribute Gold 
grain size is overemphasized. In the Query III for example, the value for Ore 
type in the Case B11 is “Refractory arsenopyritic”, but its value for the attribute 
Gold grain size is “Submicron sized”. As the local similarity between these two 
ore types is 0.8 and the local similarity between the grain sizes “Fine” and 
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“Submicron sized” is 0.2, the calculated global similarity is higher between the 
query and the cases B21, B23 and B22, than between the query and the Case B11. 
In this phase of the research weighting the attributes in the calculation of the 
global similarity of two cases was not exploited. Lower weighting of the attribute 
Gold grain size could be used to revise the role of the attribute.

The Query IV consisted of six attributes (shown previously in Table 7). In 
addition to the attributes employed in the Query III, attributes Arsenic sulphide
and Clay present were used. The queried values were respectively 
“Arsenopyrite” and “Yes”. The retrieval results are satisfactory. The global 
similarity values of the retrieved cases decrease from 0.82 of the case B14 to 
0.02 of the Case C2 (Figure 11). The best matching cases are B-coded cases 
where the ore type is refractory and gold grains are enclosed in the mineral. 
However, there is no clay present in these cases. As the presence of clay has an 
impact on processing requirements, the weighting of the attribute could be used 
to emphasise its role in the global similarity. Besides the weighting of the 
attribute in the global similarity calculation, it is possible to use certain attribute 
values to exclude cases from the retrieval results. In the matter of attribute Clay 
present, the cases that are not equivalent to the queried value could be excluded.

Table 14. The most similar cases for the query group B.

Retrieved Query V Query VI Query VII
cases Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c)
1st B21 0.97 B24 0.98 B26 0.86
2nd B24 0.97 B25 0.98 B23 0.85
3rd B25 0.97 B11 0.94 B24 0.82
4th B23 0.97 B13 0.93 B25 0.82

Table 15. The most similar cases the query group C.
Retrieved Query VIII Query IX Query X
cases Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c)
1st A2 1.00 D2 0.92 A5 0.86
2nd A5 1.00 D4 0.92 D4 0.78
3rd A4 0.99 D3 0.91 D3 0.77
4th A3 0.99 A2 0.80 A1 0.69

Table 16. The most similar cases for the query group D.
Retrieved Query XI Query XII
cases Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c)
1st B15 0.83 B15 0.82
2nd D4 0.67 B25 0.75
3rd E 0.67 B23 0.75
4th B23 0.67 B13 0.74

The Query VII consisted of six attributes (shown previously in Table 5). In 
addition to the attributes employed in the Query VI, attributes Iron sulphide
and Clay present were used. The queried values were respectively “Pyrite” and 
“Yes”. Again the retrieval results are satisfactory, the best matching cases are B-
coded cases where the ore type is refractory and gold grains are enclosed the in 
mineral, as shown in Figure 12. However, also these results indicate that further 
modelling of the attribute Clay present would be needed. The same conclusion 
was made from the results of the Query IV.
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Figure 11. The distribution of the global similarity values of the retrieved cases for the 
Query IV.

Figure 12. The distribution of the global similarity values of the retrieved cases for the 
Query VII.

In addition to the attributes employed in the Query IX, attributes Sulphide 
present and Clay present were used in the Query X (shown previously in Table 
6). The queried values were “Yes” for both of these attributes. Global similarity 
value for the case A5 is 0.86 and for Case C2 0.26. These results express the 
inherent fuzzy logic of CBR system well. The system correctly retrieves Case B31 
as the fifth similar case, with the global similarity value 0.67. The ore type 
queried was free milling, whereas the ore type of Case B31 is refractory antimony 
sulphide. For an expert it is beneficial that the CBR system is also able to retrieve 
the cases that human might easily pass because of one feature, here 
refractoriness.
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Figure 13. The distribution of the global similarity values of the retrieved cases for the 
Query X. 

The Queries XI and XII consisted of mineralogical attributes Arsenic sulphide,
Copper sulphide and Iron sulphide, which values were respectively “Any”, 
“Chalcopyrite” and “Pyrite” (shown previously in Table 7). In addition to these 
attributes also the attribute Gold ore grade with value 5.0 g/t, was used in the 
Query XII. The best matching case for both of the queries is B15, as seen in Table 
13. Its values for the queried mineralogical attributes are “Arsenopyrite”,
“Chalcopyrite” and “Pyrite”. The order of next best matching cases is different,
for the Query XI these cases are D4, E, B23 and for the Query XII these cases
are B25, B23, B13. The latter cases are more similar to the query when also the
attribute Gold ore grade is employed. Additionally, the results for the Queries
XI and XII confirmed that the attribute values “Any” and “None” operate as
planned.

Figure 14. The distribution of the global similarity values of the retrieved 
cases for the Query XII. 
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The global similarity value distributions in Figures 11 to 14 show, that the CBR 
system is able to retrieve ore cases from the case base using a set of selected 
attributes and rank them. The cases with the highest global similarities can then 
be used as starting points for further process development. User decides 
acceptable levels for the global similarities. In the Query IV shown in Figure 8 
the user might select three, five or seven most similar cases, in the Query VII 
(Figure 12) six cases, in the Query X (Figure 10) three cases and in the Query 
XII (Figure 14) one or six cases.

5.2 Results of the queries based on existing processes

The knowledge model was evaluated also by forming queries based on the ore 
descriptions of the existing processes. This part of the research was performed 
to study the ability of the knowledge model to retrieve cases with similar raw 
materials and then to investigate how similar process flowsheets are between 
the query case and the best matching case. For that purpose the Queries T1-T5 
were formed (Table 11). The five best matching and two worst matching cases 
retrieved and their similarities with the queries are presented in Tables 17-18.
Summaries of the process flowsheet descriptions of the cases in the case base 
and the test cases are presented in the Appendices 2 and 3.

Table 17. The most similar and dissimilar cases for the queries T1-T3.
Retrieved Query T1 Query T2 Query T3

cases Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c)
1st A1 0.86 A5 1.00 B14 1.00

2nd D1 0.71 A1 0.83 B21 0.88
3rd A5 0.71 F 0.67 B15 0.88
4th D3 0.57 B23 0.67 B13 0.88
5th D4 0.57 D1 0.67 B11 0.88

24th B24 0.29 B12 0.33 A2 0.25
25th B26 0.29 B11 0.33 A3 0.13

The best matching case for the Query T1 is A1, with the global similarity value 
0.86. In the case source (Marsden and House 2006) the ore of the case T1 is 
described as follows: 

“Fine free gold and minor silver are associated with a 
predominantly chloritic-quartzite gangue. Small quantities of 
pyrrhotite and other minor sulphides occur in the ore”

The ore of the case A1 is described as follows in the case source: 
“The ore is typical Witwatersrand pebble-quartz conglomerate. 
Fine free gold and electrum are intimately associated with 
predominantly siliceous gangue but with minor pyrrhotite. Coarse 
gold present is negligible.”

Based on these descriptions the case A1 was extracted and the test case T1 was 
formed. The ores in both cases are relatively similar, both ores are free milling, 
where the gold is distributed as fine free grains and the ore contain sulphides, 
of which pyrrhotite is mentioned. The differences of the cases are that in the 
query case there is no clay present, but in the case A1 the presence of clay is 
undefined. The process flowsheets are fairly similar as well. Both ores are 
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crushed and ground to somewhat similar size. In both cases alkaline preaeration 
has been utilised before agitated cyanide leaching. The main difference in the 
flowsheets is that in the case T1 sand fraction of the ore is treated by vat cyanide 
leaching.

Table 18. The most similar and dissimilar cases for the queries T4 and T5.
Retrieved Query T4 Query T5

cases Case Sim (q,c) Case Sim (q,c)
1st B21 0.88 D1 0.83

2nd B25 0.75 D3 0.67
3rd B15 0.75 D4 0.67
4th B14 0.75 B31 0.67
5th B13 0.75 E 0.67

24th A3 0.13 B26 0.33
25th A2 0.13 A3 0.33

The best matching case for the Query T2 is A5, with the global similarity value 
1.0. In the case source (Marsden and House 2006) the ore of the case T2 is 
described as follows: 

“Epithermal deposit of free-milling, oxidized ore overlie refractory 
sulfides. Major gangue minerals are limestone, dolomite, 
sandstones. Orebody contains heavily silicified regions and 
between 10 % and 20 % clay. Fine free gold and electrum, and 
minor mercury (1 to 20 g/t) occur.”

The ore of the case A5 is described as follows in the case source:
“A predominantly free-milling ore with oxidized, transition, and 
sulfide zones were present in volcanic breccia. Gangue was mainly 
quartz, muscovite, chlorite, and carbonates with moderate clay 
(kaolinite) content. Some pyrite (<2%) was present. Fine free gold 
was present, some intimately associated with pyrite. Copper 
mineralization was variable. Free gold was liberated at 
approximately 53 μm.”

These descriptions show the extent of the knowledge loss, when only a few 
attributes are used to describe the ore in the knowledge formalisation. However, 
the attributes employed are appropriate as the cases T2 and A5 are noticeable 
similar and the process flowsheets of the cases are rather similar as well. No 
pretreatment is employed and both ores are treated with agitated cyanide 
leaching followed by the combination of carbon-in-pulp and carbon-in-column. 
The main difference in the flowsheets is that in the case T2 low-grade material 
is treated by heap cyanide leaching.

The best matching case for the Query T3 is B14, with the global similarity value 
1.0. All the queried values are similar in these two cases. The ores in both cases 
are refractory arsenopyritic, where the gold is distributed as fine grains that are 
enclosed in the mineral. The ore contains sulphides, of which arsenopyrite and 
pyrite are mentioned, and there is no clay present. Still the process flowsheets 
are slightly different. The oxidized ore of the case T3 is treated by carbon-in-
leach followed by pressure zinc precipitation. The refractory sulphide ore (Au 
2.0 g/t) of the case T3 is pretreated by nonacidic pressure oxidation before 
leaching by carbon-in-leach. In the case B14, no pretreatments are used and 
agitated cyanide leaching is employed as leaching technique. As described 
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earlier, the idea is that a user can use the cases with the highest global 
similarities as starting points for further process development. The next similar 
cases to case T3 are B21, B15, B13 and B11 with the global similarity value 0.88
(Table 12). In all these next similar cases there is pretreatment used before 
cyanide leaching. This indicates to user that there might be a requirement to 
study the need for pretreatment before cyanide leaching. In one of the next best 
matching cases, case B11, there is carbon-in-leach utilised without former 
cyanide leaching similarly as in the case T3. The only other case in the case base 
where carbon-in-leach is utilised without former cyanide leaching is 
carbonaceous case F, whose raw material description is very different from the 
case T3 and the global similarity value between these cases is correctly only 0.38.

The best matching case for the Query T4 is B21, with the global similarity value 
0.88. The ores in both cases are refractory iron sulphides, in which the gold 
grains are enclosed in the mineral. The ore contains sulphides, of which 
arsenopyrite and pyrite are mentioned, and there is no clay present. The size
descriptions of the gold grains in the case T4 are micron-sized and in the case 
B21 fine. The process flowsheets of the cases are somewhat similar. In both cases 
pretreatment is used to oxidize sulphides to liberate gold for cyanide treatment. 
In the case T4 pretreatment utilised is pressure oxidation and in the case B21 
preaeration (low-pressure oxygen oxidation). In the case T4 gold is leached and 
recovered in carbon-in-leach circuit and in the case B21 agitated cyanide 
leaching is employed.

The best matching case for the Query T5 is D1, with the global similarity value 
0.83. The case T5 is carbonaceous ore, but the most similar case, D1, is copper-
rich ore. The process flowsheet utilised in the case T5 is very different to the 
process flowsheet of the case D1. In the case T5 majority of the fine 
carbonaceous material is processed by conditioning with kerosene prior to 
resin-in-pulp treatment. The sulphide concentrate of the case T5 is treated by 
using intensive cyanide leaching. In the case D1, the process employed produces 
Cu-Au concentrate which is further processed in copper smelters. Actually none
of the process flowsheets of the best matching cases is similar to the process 
flowsheet utilised in the case T5. Even though more attributes were used in the 
query, the system could not find similar raw material that has similar process 
flowsheet, as at the moment there are no similar process flowsheets utilised for 
the cases in the case base. It must be also noticed that, there is only one 
carbonaceous ore in the initial case base, case F, which the system retrieves as 
6th best matching case and the global similarity value between the case T5 and 
the case F is 0.67, as it is between the case T5 and the cases D3, D4, B31 and E 
(Table 12). The system does not retrieve case F as the best matching case since 
its value for attribute Gold grain size is “Undefined” and as mentioned, in the 
current similarity measure the local similarity with the other values and the 
value “Undefined” is 0. There is also clay present in the case F, whereas in the 
case T5 there is not.
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6.Discussion

As described in Chapter 1, the CBR system is intended to help at the beginning 
of the process development to identify similar raw materials and their process 
flowsheets. The Knowledge model I of the CBR system should help to ensure 
that the knowledge of the existing process flowsheets is utilised systematically. 
The evaluation results presented in Chapter 5, showed that the Knowledge 
model I works. It is able to retrieve similar raw materials that have fairly similar 
process flowsheets in this phase of the research. In addition, the results showed
that the developed system is able to retrieve relevant cases also when queries 
are formed based on the ore descriptions of the existing processes.

As CBR systems are able to provide results even when no exact match is found, 
the methodology was found suitable for the systematic utilisation of various 
knowledge sources in the development of hydrometallurgical gold extraction 
processes. Even when the case base would be up to date and contain 
descriptions of all the process descriptions publicly available, there would rarely 
be an exact match for the query based on the new ore, because of the unique 
nature of ore deposits. Another advantage of the methodology is that it provides 
results not only in the form of the best matching case but also a number of next 
best matching cases, sorted by their similarity to the query.

In this work public knowledge sources were studied. It is possible to use the
same approach also to other knowledge sources for example for confidential 
knowledge sources of companies. The approach makes it also possible to 
externalise and formalise tacit knowledge in the local similarity models and by 
forming prototypical cases in the case base. This would make the knowledge 
within a company less person related.

6.1 Suitability of the myCBR tool

An open source tool, myCBR 3.0 (myCBR 2012), was used for the knowledge 
formalisation of the Knowledge model I. There are two parts in myCBR tool: 
myCBR Workbench and myCBR Software development kit (SDK). The former 
consist of the set of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) for knowledge modelling 
and the latter can be used for integrating the knowledge models into one’s own 
applications. The use of the myCBR Software development kit was left outside 
of the scope of this thesis. However, it was utilised within the research project 
when a java-based Auric Adviser was developed [III]. Based on the results of 
the research project, it can be stated that both myCBR Workbench and myCBR 
Software development kit, worked in general as intended. The myCBR 
Workbench is designed for the rapid prototyping of the CBR systems (Stahl and 
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Roth-Berghofer 2008) and it was found suitable for modelling knowledge of the 
hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes. 

The GUIs of myCBR Workbench were found to be easy and fairly intuitive to 
use and the features of the tool suited well for the purpose of this study. One of 
the best features, was the possibility to model several local similarity measures 
for one attribute and then select which one is used in the retrieval test. This 
ability to model several local similarity measures for one attribute in the same 
project file makes the comparison of the local models easy and convenient. 
Another useful facility was the possibility to select which attributes are included 
in the retrieval tests, which enables user to model an entity simultaneously by 
more than one attribute type and then test the models separately. Possibility to
add attributes and their values to the knowledge model at any point of the 
developing process was also found useful. These features make the use of 
myCBR Workbench easy for a novice developing a CBR system. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, the key issue in knowledge modelling is to find a well-balanced trade-
off between the necessary level of detail of the knowledge to be formalised and 
a lean knowledge model that allows for maximum computational performance. 
With the features mentioned, one can test different information richness levels 
of the attributes and iterate the level of detail needed for a specific system.

Evaluation of the Knowledge model I was performed using the retrieval 
functionality of the myCBR Workbench. The retrieval results confirmed that the 
retrieval tool worked well in general. Nevertheless, two special instances were 
noticed when the tool did not download the correct similarity models and in 
consequence of that, the similarity calculations of the retrieved cases were not
as supposed. The problem occurred, when the retrieval tool was opened and the 
query was made using special value, “Undefined”, of myCBR. The version of 
myCBR used in this study should ignore the attribute, where the special value 
“Undefined” is used. Instead of that, the retrieval tool retrieved all the cases 
from the case base with the global similarity value 1.0, despite the values in the 
case. If the attribute value was then specified using one of the modelled values,
for example “Arsenopyrite”, the retrieval tool retrieved the cases correctly 
according to the local similarity model, but in addition to that also the cases 
where the value was Undefined got the global similarity value 1.0. The issue was 
circumvented by not using the value “Undefined” in the queries. Although, the 
value did not work as a value for a query, it worked as a value in a case. In the 
current similarity measure the value “Undefined” as a value in a case is treated 
pessimistically. In other words, its local similarity with other values and the 
value “Undefined” is 0.

Another instance, when the tool did not download the correct similarity 
models was when the attributes to be included in the retrieval tests were selected 
from the default function view of the concept level. This happened when the 
attributes were selected, in other words the discriminant value was set as true, 
but the similarity function from the similarity measure function from its column 
(SMF) was not selected separately. It was noticed that one needs to select the 
right similarity function from its column separately, even though the right 
function was already shown in the column. If this was done, the retrieval 
functionality of the myCBR tool downloaded the correct similarity models and 
the retrieval functionality worked as it is supposed to.
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6.2 Future work

In this study nine attributes were formalised and the initial case base was 
constructed for the Knowledge model I to test the idea of using CBR system in 
the systematic utilisation of the public knowledge sources in the development 
of hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes. In the next phase of the 
research the amount of the attributes and the size of the case base should be 
increased and the roles of the attributes should be assessed by weighting. For 
example, attributes that describe more precisely the ore type and its content, 
including the description of the gangue materials, could be added. This would
enable the more accurate retrieval of cases. Also the problem with a case having 
several valid values for one attribute should be studied. In addition, the 
evaluation of the system could be further developed. The performance of the 
system could be compared against experts and its performance could be 
increased based on these results. The quality and information richness of the 
knowledge sources for the Knowledge model II were analysed in this study. 
These results and the understanding gained from the construction of the 
Knowledge model I can also be used to the further development of the 
Knowledge model II. Most likely these results would be helpful also if the same 
approach was applied to the extraction of valuable metals from other ores or 
from secondary raw materials.

The development of myCBR is a joint effort of the Competence Centre CBR at 
the German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence and the School of 
Computing and Technology at the University of West London. In addition to the 
development work of these instances, any researcher can study and develop the 
program. The source code of the program is available at the website of the tool
(myCBR 2012). To achieve even more effective prototyping of CBR systems, the 
retrieval functionality of the myCBR Workbench could be further developed.
One functionality that could be added is the possibility to save and store the
retrieval results, for example as comma-separated values (csv) files. Another 
valuable functionality would be the possibility to view the distributions of the 
global similarity values of the retrieved cases as similar charts presented in 
Figures 11-14. Also the possibility to view the distributions of the local similarity 
values of the retrieved cases as radar charts presented in Figures 7-10 would be 
useful. These charts illustrate user how the cases are similar or dissimilar to the 
query case.
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7.Conclusions

A new approach for the process development of gold ores extraction is presented 
in this thesis. A procedure for externalising and formalising knowledge from 
public sources regarding hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes was 
created, and a framework for a case-based reasoning (CBR) system for the 
systematic utilisation of these sources in the development of hydrometallurgical 
gold extraction processes was produced.

The creation of the procedure for externalising and formalising knowledge 
from public sources regarding the development of hydrometallurgical gold 
extraction processes began from quality analysis of these sources. This 
knowledge falls into two categories: description of gold extraction processes and 
geological deposits. Public knowledge sources concerning gold extraction that 
are used in the process development are typically books, journal articles and 
industrial reports. These sources contain details of techniques used in the gold 
extraction, whereas public knowledge sources regarding the geological deposit 
information are for instance scientific articles written about deposit areas, 
official exploration and survey reports and deposit or mineral databases.

One of the main findings from the analysis of the geological information 
sources was that many of the deposit and mineral databases follow reporting 
standards or rules and therefore, the information found was quite homogenous.
The knowledge concerning gold extraction was divided into two types: 
knowledge about flowsheets of the existing processes and knowledge about unit 
processes, that are already used and established and that are under 
development. The main finding from the analysis of the quality and information 
richness of public knowledge sources regarding existing processes was that 
descriptions of the processes contained enough knowledge to be used as a
knowledge source for the decision support system. The same conclusion was 
made regarding unit processes. However, the information richness between the 
publications varied, for example the descriptions of the raw materials, 
experimental arrangements and results were often missing details. Contrary to 
reporting standards used in deposit or mineral databases, there are no specific
instructions how detailed the studies should be described. Some missing raw 
materials details could possibly be deduced from the deposit and mineral 
databases. The conclusion of these analyses was that the discovered variation 
and incompleteness of the information must be taken into account when 
selecting the decision support methodology for the system to be built. The lack 
of information should not prevent the system from working.

Six decision support and optimisation methods were compared, as they 
appeared promising to be used in the utilisation of the public knowledge sources. 
CBR methodology was selected for further research. CBR system uses 
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similarity-based retrieval and is able to provide results even when no exact 
match is found. It is also able to suggest possible solutions even when sparse, 
incomplete or fuzzy queries are entered. When CBR methodology was studied 
more closely, it was found out that there are other reasoning methodologies to 
be used in the decision support system. Three main reasoning methodologies 
are case-based, rule-based and model-based reasoning. The model-based and 
rule-based systems were not seen as potential alternatives for CBR. In model-
based system high initial effort is needed when the knowledge model is built, as 
it should cover every aspect of the domain, whereas a rule-based system, unless 
specially adapted, requires complete and exact data.

In this thesis, a framework was created for a CBR system which would provide
a systematic utilisation of the knowledge sources in the development of 
hydrometallurgical gold extraction processes. Experienced experts may use the 
system to ensure that any potential process options are not overlooked and the decisions 
made are well informed. It may also be a valuable tool for students and new employees. 
It could help to teach important factors that must be taken into account when new 
processes are developed. In addition the new approach to process development 
makes it possible to externalise and formalise tacit knowledge in similarity 
models and by forming prototypical cases. This would make the knowledge 
within a company less dependent on one person.

There are two knowledge models in the produced framework, the Knowledge 
model I and II, the former was designed to utilise knowledge about flowsheets 
of the existing processes and the latter was designed to utilise knowledge about 
unit processes. At the beginning of the process development, the Knowledge 
model I helps to identify similar raw materials and their process flowsheets. It
is used to ensure that the knowledge of the existing process flowsheets is utilised 
effectively and systematically in this phase of the research. Based on the expert’s 
knowledge and the help of the decision support system, 1 to 5 process options 
are selected further investigation. Knowledge Model II goes on to be used to confirm 
the selection of these processes by exploiting the knowledge of the research about unit 
processes. Based on the expert’s knowledge and using the CBR system, the 
characteristic challenges of the new raw material are determined and laboratory 
experiments are designed. Again, if sufficient operation is achieved in the
laboratory scale for one of the processes, the process is then tested as a
continuous process in the bench-scale to verify the process. Results of the 
laboratory and bench-scale experiments are stored in the memory of the CBR 
system.

An open source tool, myCBR 3.0 (myCBR 2012), was used in this study. The
parts of the tool are: myCBR Workbench and myCBR Software development kit 
(SDK). The former is designed for the rapid prototyping of the CBR systems and 
was used for the knowledge formalisation and evaluation of the Knowledge 
model I. The knowledge formalisation of the hydrometallurgical processes was 
studied and local similarity measures were developed for the Knowledge model 
I. The 10th edition of the Nickel–Strunz classification of minerals (Mindat 2014) 
was utilised in the local similarity measures of the ores. Nine attributes were 
formalised and the initial case base was constructed for the Knowledge model I.
This was to test the idea of using CBR system in the systematic utilisation of the 
public knowledge sources in the development of hydrometallurgical gold 
extraction processes. The evaluation results presented in Chapter 6, showed 
that the Knowledge model I works. It is able to retrieve similar raw materials 
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that have fairly similar process flowsheets. In addition, the results showed that 
the developed system is able to retrieve relevant cases also when queries are 
formed based on the ore descriptions of the existing processes. Based on the 
results of the thesis, myCBR Workbench worked in general as intended and it 
was found suitable for modelling knowledge of the hydrometallurgical gold 
extraction processes.
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9.Appendices

Appendix 1. The attributes and values for 25 cases assembled from the literature.

Appendix 2. Process descriptions from comminution to leaching of the cases (A1-F) in 
the case base.

Appendix 3. Process descriptions from recovery to product of the cases (A1-F) in the 
case base.

Appendix 4. Process descriptions of the test cases (T1-T5).
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